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PRIMOfitness

Fighting 
talk

Justin Lacey has pulled himself up by 
his boxing bootstraps and opened 

a state-of-the-art boxing and fitness 
hub in Currambine - Lacey’s gym.  

By Gabi MiLLs  images xxx xxx

 The TradiTion of boxing gyms - if the movies are to be 
believed - is that kids from the wrong side of the tracks punch out 
all their stress and rage in the ring, egged on by feisty trainers who 
see the potential of these diamonds in the dust.

And for once the movies aren’t wrong.
For Justin Lacey, owner of Lacey’s gym in Currambine, that’s 

exactly what boxing offered him as a young bloke back in the day.
“I started kickboxing in north Queensland when I was 13 

before moving to Sydney where I took to boxing in a big way,” he 
says.

“I was one of those kids who could have easily fallen through 
the cracks if it wasn’t for boxing but it gave me a focus, drive and 
direction.”

It certainly did. With 79 fights all up, Justin became the 
number two in the whole of Australia in his weight class (junior 
welterweight), trying out for every Olympic and Commonwealth 
Games since 2002, but pipped at the post by the guy who sat in the 
top spot each time.

“I loved competing - the preparation, getting to the point of 
being in tip top condition but my focus now, long term, is to raise 
the future fighters of tomorrow.”

You get the feeling that if anybody’s going to produce the next 
prizefighter, it will be Justin. Kids from as young as eight turn up 
full of beans for their first (non-contact) bout in the ring, while at 
the other end of the age spectrum, Justin says that 60-year olds still 
pull on the gloves for an adrenaline rush session.

Justin, who ran the Live Fit Boxing Academy in Clarkson for 
three years before opening up the well-equipped and spacious new 
premises in Currambine in October 2013, has over 500 members 
on the books.

“We cater for everybody - boys and girls, and in fact I would say 
the majority of members in our fitness classes are female.”

The class - Lacey’s 47 - is a speciality session of high intensity 
boxing-style fitness which works the entire body.

“Each class is different and is designed to shock your body and 
produce amazing results over 47 one hour sessions.”

Justin’s own boxing hero - the Russian champion, Kostya 
Tszyu - coached him a few times back in Sydney, and even took 
him back to his home country for a visit. Like Tszyu, Justin and his 
highly experienced team are keen to share their skills with the next 
generation of would-be Rockys.

“The boxing community is pretty strong over here in WA 
and it’s beginning to be seen as a way of keeping fit in a more 
interesting, varied way too. You don’t need to know anything about 
boxing - just turn up and have a go.”
Visit laceys.net.au for information about classes.
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faCe VaLUe
anna harTLeY, an enthusiastic boxing newbie, gives her advice 
to those considering taking up the noble art of boxing

Getting punched in the face is a weird feeling.
Punching someone in the face is also a weird feeling, particularly 

when you aren’t angry or in danger. These were just two of the 
many things I learned when I began to box.

In an era when One Punch deaths dominate news headlines and 
we drink ginger tea to boost our mental performance, boxing is 
generally seen as old fashioned, barbaric and downright smelly.

This is a great shame, because as a comprehensive cardio and 
strength training workout, combined with discipline, strategy, and 
combat, it is one of the most rewarding and thrilling sports I’ve ever 
done.

If you’ve ever thought about taking up the sweet science, take 
heed, because being a beginner doesn’t have to be the terrifying 
experience you might think it is.

fi tness

Don’t be scared
Getting punched in the face is actually a very small part of 
boxing. As a beginner, you will spend most of your time at the 
gym running, skipping, doing squats and pushups, and throwing 
medicine balls around. Most of the punches you will throw will 
be at bags and other people’s hands. The only time you are at risk 
of really being socked is during free sparring, which is only a very 
small part of the training.

Know your limits
When you are new everyone is better than you, and with 
experienced fi ghters in the room the bar can be set very high. If 
you aren’t able to do everything, fi nd alternatives. It’s ok to modify 
or slow down your exercises. But be honest with yourself. Are you 
truly unable to do it? Or do you just not want to push yourself? 
Slow down, but never stop entirely and you’ll be amazed by what 
you can achieve.  

Stop apologizing
We are taught not to hit from a very young age, and old habits die 
hard. The refl exive ‘sorry!’ when you land a punch is inevitable, but 
make an effort to stop saying it and don’t let it hold you back from 
being the bad-ass you know you are.

hooK, JaB, CroSS, UPPerCUT the four basic 
punches.

on GUard a defensive stance, with the left leg in 
front, the right glove touching the right cheek, and the 
left glove held slightly forward.

roUnd a period of boxing during a fi ght. a round lasts 
three minutes for men and two minutes for women, 
and there may be no more than twelve rounds in a 
men’s fi ght, or ten in a woman’s fi ght.

CoMBinaTion a series of punches thrown in a 
sequence.

ParrY to fend off  punches by hitting them away with 
the gloves.

Ko a boxer loses by Knock Out when they are unable to 
get up unassisted after being fl oored for a count to ten.

SoUThPaW a left-handed boxer. To an ‘orthodox’ 
boxer, a southpaw’s punches come from the ‘wrong’ 
direction and can be unexpected and especially 
destructive.

SUCKer PUnCh an unexpected punch, which takes 
the boxer by surprise.

BoXerS handShaKe touching knuckles when outside 
the ring, or touching gloves before a spar or fi ght. an 
essential part of boxing protocol.

GLaSS JaW a boxer who has a ‘glass jaw’ is said to be 
susceptible to a KO.

haYMaKer a wide, swinging punch thrown with all the 
boxer’s weight behind it. Used as a last resort punch. 

Terminology

fast facts

Mix it up
Sooner or later you will meet people who will not want to work 
with you. When you are new, you can’t teach anyone anything, so 
sparring with you can be boring. Your trainer should be making 
sure you work with a variety of people, but take things into your 
own hands. It’s rude to refuse an offer to spar, and once it’s known 
you mean business, it won’t be long before you receive the universal 
sign of acceptance: a sparring partner who isn’t afraid to hurt you.

Watch and learn
Flattery can go a long way in the gym. If you see someone does 
something particularly well, fi nd a good moment to ask them about 
it. You’re showing that you have noticed their skills and respect them 
enough to ask for their opinion, and who doesn’t like that? One 
thirty-second conversation could resolve why your right hook isn’t 
landing properly, and you’ve just made yourself a new buddy.

Give boxing a try, and you might just learn to love being 
punched in the face after all.  PL 

bring along your copy 
of PRIMOLife to Lacey’s 

gym for a one week 
free trial!
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